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Recently, ·Naus et al [ 1 J have reconsidered the 
derivation of the low energy theorems (LET) for pion 
photoproduction on the basis of the method· originally 
developed by Gell-Mann and Goldberger [2J. They have splitted: 
the photoproduction diagrams into those in which pion and · 
photon vertices are separated by a single pion or nucleon-· 
class A diagrams and the rest- class B diagra.ms ( see Fig: 1) -~: 
This approach is. more general than evaluation of the ,Born 
terms and the rest in several respects: i) some extra model 
dependent terms appear and 11) the dependence of·. the 
off-shell scalar variables takes place. Moreover, Naus et al · 
have incorporated the gauge, invariance on . the operator: level • 
( strong gauge condition) and have come to the relation . .for. 
the off-shell behaviour· for the strong and electromagnetic 
vertices. The·main result of the Naus calculations is in the 
recovering of the older , results [3J for the pion · 
photoproduction amplitude at the threshold. 

+ 

_ Fig.1 Class A diagrams for x0 photoproduct1on reaction~. 
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In this paper, we are going to show in a more 
straightforward and physically opaque manner, than in 
Ref. [ 1J, how the off-shell behaviour and additional model 
dependent terms, caused by splitting the amplitude into class 
A and B diagrams, disappear in the soft photon limit. To get 
this goal we shall follow step by step the procedure to 
obtain the LET wh~ch is described in the paper by Adler and 
Dothan [4J. 

Let,s start by writing down the amplitude for 'lto 
photoproduction using the quantities and notation as given in 
Ref. (,1 J 

_ MµCp' ,q;p,k)=Mi1 (p' ,q;p,k)+ M:2 ( p' ,q;p,k), ( 1) . 

where / 

A 1 { loµvkv p+k-M ioµvkv } 
Mµ 1=115(p' ,p+k) ,,--r.- fµeN+-- F+2 +-- -- (F;,-F::;) 

- p+k-M 2M 2M . · 2M ,., ,, 
( 2) 

. . ' ' . 

and 

A { laµvkv taµvkv . p' -k-M} 1 
Mµ2= tµeN+-- F2++-- (F:!.;-F;) --_- . Ai;(p'-k,p).(3) 

2M 2M ..., ;., 2M p' -k-M v 

One can easily recognize in the above express1ons the terms 
in which the photon couples to external charged particle 
lines of the corresponding nonradiative process (see Fig.2). 
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Fig. 2 Nonradiative diagram corresponding to pion 
photoproduction 
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According to the Adler-Dothan r:ecipe [4J, one must drop all 
terms in Mw-- which are explicitly independent or of first· 
order in th~ photon four-momentum k to obtain the truncated 
amplitude Mµ- It is clear that the terms proportional .to 
( F;.-F::;) are al least of an order of k1 because the linear 

~.,; ~ ' 

combinations of the Dirac operators in these terms cancel 
the nucleon propagator. And the first conclusion immediately 
comes: the extra model-dependent _terms, proportional to 
( F;.-F::;), are (according to the Adler-Dothan procedure) ,., ,., 
negligibly small in the soft photon limit. 

To proceed with our consideration we note that Ff in 
eqs.(1,2) are the functions of the (off-shell) scalar 

+ + [ . ')] + + [ , 2) variables [1!: Ff=Ft (p+k),., in (2) and Fi=Ft (p-k) - in (3)~ 
We expand Fi with respect to k and get 

Ff((p+k) 2]=Ff(M2 )+(p+k~M)(p+k+M) dF!1. + .•. (4)· 
- dp k➔O 

and 

C [. , ] + M ~ . .,.., A dFf I 
Fi (p-k) 2 =Ft(M2 )+(p-k-M)(p-k+M) d ;z + 

- . _P k~O 
(5) 

For the same arguments as given above 
expressions only the first terms. 
F9( M2) =Ks+Kv 't'c, with Ks=( K H ) /2=-0. 06 
~ Cl p n 

one comes to the tNN vertex as 
approximation. 

we must keep in th~se~ 
Using the identity 

and Kv=(K -K )/2=1.85' 
P n - . 

used in the · Born 

Before considering a similar procedure for the off-shell 
xNN vertex 115, we note, that, following the Adler-Dothan ·
recipe one must add to the truncated a~pli tude ~ a jjMµ· 
independent of ~ ~o as to make kµ<Mµ+i.\Mµ)=O(k ). •This 
constraint leads to-the following expression which is in the
one-to-one correspondence with the condition for theclass B 
terms of Naus et aI 

kµI.\Mµ=e[A 5(p~k,p).-A5(p, ,p+k) ] (6) 
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The off-shell behaviour in the xNN vertices is removed 
in a similar manner·· as in the case of the · 0NN · vertex. Frorri 

• the expression (A1 diagram)' -~ ·.-.. 
·. , . . (.· · 2 2 . 2 ) ( 2 2 2 ] p+k-M 
A5(p ,p+k)=t~f~ (p+k) ,M ,mx) +t5t2 (p+k) ,M ,mx) -M-. 

by mea.ns of th~ expansion of the form factors with respect to 
k, one easily comes to 

2 ') 

[ 
2 . 2 · ri '=' . 2 r, ] f1 ( M, M , m"') " ( 7) 

A. =v- f ( M_ M m"')-2f ( M'- M m"') + 'lL v- q 5 D 5 1 ' . , , ' X 2 , , 1'.JL . M O 5 ~ 

With the appropriate· choice of the constants f i ( M,M 2 ,m2) it 

is .the PS- or PV-coupling in the '.I!JJN vertex~ Now· we are in a 
· ,position to make the second conclusion. T~e dependence of the 

off-shell :scalar variables disappears in the derivati9n of 
the LET. This is a nice feature of the Adler-Dothan procedure 

·because the final expressions are formulated in terms of the 
physically measurable (on-shell) quantities .. 

We encapsulate the above conclusions in the following 
·statement: the splitting of the amplitude into classes A and 

'1("• " • 

B, and the introducing of the off-shell form factors must 
l~ad back to the Born,teims. Ali additional terms, a~cording 
to the Aqler-Dothan recipe, are to be neglected in the 

· derivation of the LET. 
We don_•t continue the consideration of the topic by 

imposi,ng the flCAC constraints, because this task can be 
found, for example, in the nice review by Kamal [5]. 
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AnA cpoTop0>KAeHl1A n110HOB Ha HYl<flOHax 
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H113K03HepreT!14eCKl1e TeopeMbl AnA qJOTOPO>t<AeHl1A m10HOB Ha HYKflO• 

HaX paCCMaTp11BalOTCA. Ha OCHOBe MeTOAa AAnepa-)J.oTaHa .. noKa3aHO, 4TO 
, . I 

B npeAene MAfK11X Q)OTOHOB see AononH11TeflbHbte. MOAeflbH0·3aBl1Cl,1Mble 

cnaraeMbte 1,1c4e3a10T. KpoMe Toro, noKa3aHo, 4TO B 3TOM npeAene HeT ~eo6-

xoA11Mocrn . BBOA11Tb_ 3aBl1C11MOCTb cpopMcpaKTopoB OT BHeMaCCOBblX CKa

nApHblX nepeMeHHblX B pa3nl14HblX BepW11Hax. 

Pa6orn 'BbtnOnHeHa B • na6opaTop1,11,1 Teopern4ecKo~ (pl131,1Kl,1' 01,1 Al-1. 
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The low energy theorems for the pion photoproduction are considered 

on the_ basis of the Adler-Dothan procedure. It is sh?wn that the soft photon 

limiLnecessarily leads to the Bom approximation for ,the rr0 -photoproduction 

amplitude at the thresho_ld. All additional terms, according to the Adler-Dothan 

recipe, are to be neglected in the derivation of the LET. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory ·of Theoretical 

Physics, JINR. 
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